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More Discoveries. More Recoveries
By Peter Lim

Our Research

For every child that comes to see us with
autism, there is a good likelihood that the
mother is also affected with the autistic virus
called R1H2. In our research here, we’ve dealt
with hundreds of cases, tracing the virus up
to 4 generations in one family, with affected
siblings and their children. We identified
children as young as 10 months old and adults
who appear normal.
If the virus is spread from mother to son, the
son might affect his future wife and children.
If the virus is spread to a daughter, it will
affect her children though not all husbands.
Sometimes the virus begins with one of the
spouses within the immediate family. Once
the virus is found in a family member, it is
wise to test all family members and ensure
the removal of viral presence so that future
generations will not be affected. This is also
one of the viruses linked to Parkinson’s
disease.

Virus In Women

An affected woman should not conceive as
her unborn baby will catch the virus in her
womb. For a baby boy, the virus attacks the
brain immediately while a baby girl is usually
attacked in the womb. Some experience viral
migration to the brain during their teenage or
adulthood. Attack on the cerebrum will affect
major organs including speech, sight, hearing
and focus, with migraines, sleep disorders and
hyper-activities. Cerebellum attack is milder
and usually affects motion stability.
Some women have reported continual
miscarriages, inability to give birth or children
born with abnormal growth. Others have
ovarian cysts, fibroids, endometriosis, cancer
tumours, irregular menses, heavy discharge, all
of which are potentially traced to the autistic
virus found in the sexual organs. Other
pathogens could also affect.
From our observation of many case studies,
we are not inclined to believe that autism
is due to inoculations or toxic deposits but
these could have triggered the non active

virus to become active. Only about 2% of the
incidents are exceptions.

Effective Treatment

For years there have been no long term
solutions to autism, including ADHD and
ADD. But we believe the answer is here.
We’ve witnessed many cases on the road to
recovery using our energy patch therapy with
holistic approach. The first group of therapy is
to remove the virus, and this usually takes up
to 6 months. The second group is to use stem
cell energy to repair the damaged brain and
organs which takes a further 6 to 18 months.
The younger the child, the earlier the therapy,
the lesser the damage, the faster he recovers.
We have seen adults improve if they follow
therapy with strict discipline. Once the virus is
removed and the organs repaired, the child will
react better.The virus usually does not return.
We have helped many families. But this autism
race is won only by those who believe and
persist in the therapy. Below are some serious
cases that have responded well. If you are
positive, it should work well for you. Parental
intervention and professional training will help
the child recover quickly. But the root viral
causes must first be dealt with.
Case #1: Amazing recovery of a fiveyear old girl
The girl in the photo was unable to talk,
focus, respond or make eye contact, and was
often restless and hyperactive. In shopping
centres, she threw products all over. On public
transport, she covered her ears. In school, she
could not focus. Her mum had to give up on
her career just to take care of her.
20 months ago, we found the girl to have high
degree of autistic viral attack in her brain and
uterus, with stress, memory loss and brain
damage. Within 2 weeks of our energy patch
therapies, she was more composed, focused
and less confused. She could hold the parents’
hands, speak, respond with better focus and
eye contact. By 5 months, she was on the road
to recovery. Her mother has reported a 90%
recovery.

Case #2: Amazing recovery of an
eleven-year old boy
At 3 months old, he had seizure. By 9 months
he stopped looking at his mum and at the age
of 2, stopped talking. By 5, he became hyperactive. By 7, he was not keen to play or study,
and often caused problems in school, wetting
himself, throwing and stripping himself onto
the floor causing self injury, with sleep
disorders. At 11, he forced his way through
locked window grilles and fell onto the 12th
floor ledge.
3 months ago, we found he had the highest
autistic attack in his cerebrum and cerebellum,
4 times higher than the average. He had high
levels of memory loss, brain damage and
stress. He is now more focused in his studies,
cooperating well, with no meltdowns. He
communicates and reasons well. His neurofeedback confirmed his brain stability. Reports
have shown that his virus is completely gone
and brain damage has been reduced by 78%,
within just 3 months of our therapy.
Case #3: Amazing recovery of a male
in his late forties
His migraines started when he was 5 and
suffered immensely till he could not bear
it. That was when he decided to consult us.
He suffered 2 strokes in 3 years, and 2 heart
attacks in 2 years. His delayed visit cost
him his second heart attack and $30,000 in
operation. He had high artery blocks and
autistic viral attack in his cerebrum, damaging
his brain, sexual organs, kidneys and heart.
Within 6 months of our energy therapy, his
artery blocks were cleared and virus gone.
Organ damages were reduced and he was on
the route to recovery like his 2 children. His
viral attack was at birth.
His wife delayed the therapy and the virus has
just entered her brain, besides her uterus and
currently under therapy.
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